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				GROUND COMBAT RESULTS TABLE:
Die Roll
A	B	1:5	1:4	1:3	1:2	1:1	3:2	2:1	3:1	4:1	5:1	6:1	7:1

1	6	D/AE	D	D	D2	D2	D2	D2	D3	DE	DE	DE	DE
2	5	AE	AD	-	D1	D1	D1	D2	D2	D3	DE	DE	DE
3	4	AE	D/AE	AD	-	D	D1	D1	D2	D2	D3	DE	DE
4	3	AE	AE	D/AE	AD	-	D	D1	D1	D2	D2	DE	DE
5	2	AE	AE	AE	D/AE	AD	-	D	D1	D1	D2	D3	DE
6	1	AE	AE	AE	AE	D/AE	AD	-	D	D1	D1	D2	DE

Note: Attacks at less than 1:5 odds are not allowed.

COMBAT RESULTS DEFINITIONS:
·	DE = Defenders ELIMINATED.
·	Dn = Defenders RETREATED 0-n hexes as Attacker chooses - retreat route determined by Defender - and are DISRUPTED.  On a D1 or D2 result, the Defender may voluntarily choose to retreat up to 1 hex farther, but the attacker may then advance further accordingly.
·	D = All Defending Units DISRUPTED.  Defender may voluntarily choose to retreat up to 2 hexes, but the Attacker may then advance accordingly.
·	- = No effect against either side.
·	AD = Attackers Disrupted.
·	AE = Attackers (equal to defense factors) Eliminated.  Any surviving attackers suffer AD result.

General Rule:  All UnDisrupted defending divisions adjacent to any attacking units in a given phase must also be attacked, unless separated from the attackers by a river hex-side when the original target is on the same side of the river as the attackers.  (See Zone of Control Effects for more specific details.)  Attacks may be cancelled, unless they are attacks required by previous attacks described here.

“Edge of the World”:  Any units forced to retreat off the mapboard are eliminated.

Surrounded/Retreat Impossible/"No Retreat!" Orders:  If the defending units are surrounded and unable to retreat, D1->D and D2 and D3->DE. The Attacker must ask the Defender if he chooses “No Retreat!” before any battle is resolved.

Disrupted Units:  ... are faced toward the opposing player, lose their entrenchments, and may not move or attack in the owning player’s turn.  Additionally, a stack of defending units is attacked one odds column higher, if half of the defending units' total defense factors are Disrupted.  (German SS and parachute and U.S. airborne units do not suffer this combat odds shift effect, so there may be differing combat results for them, when a stack they are in is attacked.)  Disrupted units retain any defensive factor bonuses.  
Units are recovered from Disruption in phase indicated in the Game-turn Sequence, unless they are being re-attacked.  In that case, if a "-" or AE results from the attack/combat, the defending units are recovered from Disruption as the un-attacked units were.  Units cannot be recovered from Disruption if they are at that moment out of supply.
All units - except Peiper's KampfGruppe and the 501. SS Tiger Abteilung and/or Skorzeny attached to it (if one or both of them is) - are Disrupted by tactically advancing after combat.

"Zones of Control (ZOCs)” are hexes adjacent to units.  (EZOCs are Enemy ZOCs.)
The Zone of Control strength of a stack of units in a hex is that of the strongest unit in the hex.
Z->->Z = Moving more than 1 hex out of an EZOC to another or moving from the ZOC of one enemy unit to that of a different enemy unit.  Z/Z = Moving directly from the ZOC of an enemy unit to another ZOC of that same enemy unit.
The ZOCs of "pure" armor and panzer divisions into forest hexes are weakened a level, unless connected by a road.


						ZONE OF CONTROL EFFECTS
Enemy					On Movement				Combat -> Adj
Unit Size	ZOC Type	->(E)Z(OC)	Z->		Z->->Z		Z/Z		Unit Reqd?	On Supply

UnDis Div	Strong ZOC	Must STOP.	No OMB or	Must STOP.	NO, unless	YES, unless adj	YES, unless
UnDis KG			No OMB or	OMB+Dis,	No OMB+	only 1 hex	unit(s) X-river	occupied by
Peiper,			OMB+Dis	unless from	Dis, unless	-> F U (Dis	Yes, if both atkd	UnDis F U
2 UnDis			(Not Dis if ->	UnDis F U.	->UnDis F U	if F U Dis)	and adj units
Bdes or CCs		UnDis Friendly Unit)						are X-rvr

1 UnDis	Weak ZOC	+OMB if to	+OMB		No OMB	Need not stop	  NO		YES, unless
Bde or CC,		STOP						but no OMB.			occupied by
Drptd Div or KG Peiper							Only 1-hex move if X-rvr	F U or X-rvr

Pz Abt/Bn,	No ZOC	+OMB		+OMB		+OMB		Yes + OMB	No		No
Skorzeny,
Dsrptd Bde or CC			     No unit gets an OMB if it is attacking.

Retreat Routes must be away from the hex(es) attacked in that combat, not through Strong enemy ZOCs unoccupied by friendly units, and no closer to the enemy units which attacked. If possible, they must also be away from the attackers' hexes, although if not possible that doesn't eliminate them, and down a road.  Defending units may not retreat across a hex-side adjacent to a hex from which they themselves were attacked (by any sized unit), even if the hex being moved into is occupied by a friendly unit.  Defending units may not retreat into or through a friendly-occupied hex under an as yet unresolved attack.  Units retreating through UnDisrupted friendly units Disrupt those.
 
Tactical Advances (for attackers only) After Combat:
Units may tactically advance 1 hex.  Operational movement ZOC restrictions are still in effect.  On a DE or D3 or D2 combat result armor/panzer and armored cavalry units may tactically advance up to 2 hexes upon a D2, D3, or DE result, unless blocked by an unbridged river or if either hex is forest unconnected by road.  If the defender voluntarily retreats 1-hex farther than a D or D1 result, the attacker may advance farther accordingly.
The defended hex must be advanced into (and/or through) - or must continue to be "contained" in the event the attacker "pins" the defending units in place on a D3 result (or, for the attacking Germans, D1 or higher result during the first turn) by attacking units at least equal to the defenders' modified defensive factor value.  Other units participating in the attack may move into an empty adjacent hex, depending on ZOC retrictions.
Note again:  All units are Disrupted by advancing after combat, except the Disruption of Pieper's KampfGruppe (and the 501st SS Tiger abteilung and/or Skorzeny attached to it if one or both of them is) is delayed until all its movement and attacks are completed, although it exercises only a Weak ZOC after its first attack.  And for Pieper, tactical advances after combat are counted as 1 MF per hex against subsequent operational movement in that German player-turn.

"Tiger Fright":  There is a +1 shift bonus in the odds of a German attack against any hex containing only un-entrenched U.S. infantry - not airborne - units, if either the 501. SS Panzer Abteilung or the 506. Panzer Battalion is participating in the attack.  See also Tiger Tank Breakdown.

Skorzeny's "Brandenburgers":  There is a(nother?) +1 shift bonus in the odds of a German attack, if  Skorzeny's deceiving unit is participating.  It is automatically eliminated if it is alone when ground-attacked.

Waffen-SS Ruthlessness ... and Atrocities:  
If the German player decides to invoke/use Waffen-SS Ruthlessness, there is a (further?) +1 shift bonus in the odds of any German attack which includes an SS unit during that one game-turn.  (Skorzeny's brigade, the Fuehrer brigades,  the parachute divisions and all other German units are not SS.)  Furthermore, unless stopped by an adverse combat result, KampfGruppe Peiper may attack as many times as it wishes - after each basic Operational Movement Factor expended - instead of just twice per German player turn.  (KG Peiper may continue to do so, even after the one SS Ruthlessness turn.)


However, in every game-turn after that, in every German attack which includes any SS unit - or a parachute division on or adjacent to an SS unit - the attacking odds are reduced 1 column, due to GI rage about the SS murdering captured GIs and innocent Belgians at Malmedy and elsewhere.  If the German player later forgets this, the U.S. player can remind him by saying "Remember Malmedy."

GAMETURN SEQUENCE:
·	A. Weather Determination 
·	B. German Player-Turn
·	1. German Reinforcements
·	2. Operational Phases:
·	a. German Operational Movement, Ground Attack Allocations, and Air-to-Ground Attacks
·	b. Recovery from Disruption of Allied units not being attacked
·	c. German Ground Combat Resolution and Immediate Tactical Advances after Combat
·	d. German Blitzkrieg:  Steps a. and c. (but not b.) may be repeated for German units which have not yet moved or attacked, -1 Operational Movement Factor.
·	e. Allied Victory Determination
·	f. Supply Status Determination and Bridge-(Re-)Building and -Destroying for German units
·	C. Allied Player-Turn
·	1. Allied Reinforcements
·	3. Operational Phases:
·	a. Allied Operational Movement, Ground Attack Allocations, and Air-to-Ground Attacks
·	b. Recovery from Disruption of German units not being attacked
·	c. Allied Ground Combat Resolution and Immediate Tactical Advances after Combat
·	d. Allied Breakthrough:  Steps a. and c. (but not b.) may be repeated for Allied units which have not yet moved or attacked, -1 Operational Movement Factor.
·	e. Supply Status Determination and Bridge-(Re-)Building and -Destroying for Allied units
·	f. German Victory Determination
Note:
A unit may be operationally moved only once per gameturn by the owning player.  See KG Pieper rule, though.
A unit may additionally be tactically moved - advanced after a successful attack it has participated in or retreated in defense during the opponent‘s combat resolution phase.
A ground unit may attack only once per gameturn - Exception:  KG Pieper (see below). It may defend (and retreat) as many times as it is attacked.
Also Note:  As long as all obligations for attacks at any given moment of attack are met, a player may move and attack in the initial phase with some units and then (if a hole in the enemy line is opened, for example) move and attack in the second Blitzkrieg/Breakthrough phase with other unused units. However, the OMF for units moving in a second phase is reduced by 1.

"STACKING" LIMIT:   There may be (the units of) 2 divisions or brigades in a hex, plus (for the Germans) one Tiger tank panzer abteilung/battalion or Skorzeny's Brandenburgers.  No more than one of these divisions or brigades may be a "pure" armor or panzer unit.  3 U.S. armored combat commands count as the equivalent of one division.  This limit is enforced only at the end of an owning player's operational movement phase, and the penalty for violation is the elimination of any excess units of the owning player's choice.

Armored Division Breakdown:  In his Reinforcement Phase, the U.S. player may break down any U.S. armored division into 3 Substitute combat commands.  Any 3 combat commands may be (re-)combined into an armored division in the U.S. Reinforcement Phase, if they are already stacked together.  The 9th Armored Division's CCs are specified only for historical - not game - purposes.

OPERATIONAL MOVEMENT:
·	Each armored/panzer/cavalry group unit has a basic Operational Movement Factor of 4, a panzer grenadier or parachute/airborne unit has an OMF of 3, and an infantry unit has an OMF of 2.  It costs 1 movement factor for every open/clear hex entered.  For other costs, see Terrain Effects. 
·	Additionally, there is an Operational Movement Bonus (OMB) of 2 movement factors for any unit, with restrictions - See Zone of Control Effects.  No unit gets an OMB if it is attacking.


·	Kampfgruppe Peiper (with 501. SS Tiger Bn and/or Skorzeny attached, if wished):  may attack twice per turn, if the German player wishes.  Keep track of its OMFs and road movement factors expended with the indicated markers, using the calendar's turn numbers, and it may continue moving after its combat(s) until its OMFs are used up.  Each hex tactically advanced into after combat costs KG Peiper 1 OMF, although KGP may tactically advance 1 additional hex beyond that.  After advancing after its first attack, the Peiper group of units is considered to have a Weak ZOC and are Disrupted at the conclusion of its tactical advances and combat.
·	Tiger Tank Breakdown:  When a Tiger tank abteilung/battalion moves, roll a die.  If the number is less than the OMFs expended, the Tiger tank has broken down and is Disrupted back on that hex of movement.  If the 501. SS Tiger Abteilung is accompanying Peiper, roll the die just once before its movement begins, to see how far it could get - the maximum being 4 OMFs, of course - before breaking down.  There is no such risk when a Tiger unit is using its OMB, and obviously if its movement uses only 1 OMF, it won't break down.

REINFORCEMENTS:.
·	Replacements:  In Tigers in the Ardennes, there is no replacement of eliminated ground units.  A destroyed German bridge may come back into the game 4 turns after it was destroyed and shot down USAAF fighter groups after 2 turns.  Destroyed U.S. bridges immediately return to the game, and Luftwaffe FW-190s are permanently lost.
·	Reinforcements:  Are listed on the game calendar on the mapsheet and enter the game UnDisrupted.  German reinforcements enter the game on any hex on the German side of the original front line.  British reinforcements enter the game on the western half of the northern mapboard edge.  U.S. reinforcements enter behind Allied lines on the mapboard edge indicated.  They can enter on any (other) mapboard edge, if their entry is delayed a turn.  Reinforcements cannot enter on a hex occupied by an enemy unit or in an enemy unit's ZOC not occupied by a friendly unit.  The entry hex does count against movement.  9.PzD and 15.PGD may instead enter the game as soon as a German unit is adjacent to or across the Meuse.

ROAD, ENTRENCHMENT, AND TERRAIN EFFECTS: 
·	Roads:  All armor/panzer/panzer grenadier/cavalry group units can move along a road at 1/3 movement factor per hex.  Movement into an Enemy ZOC which stops movement or to attack an enemy combat unit cannot be at the road movement rate.  Any 2 Allied infantry or airborne divisions may move at road movement rate per game-turn.  A unit which finishes its operational movement in road movement mode is Disrupted.  When hex-sides 1105/1204 and 1302/1303 are bridged, their roads are re-connected.
·	Entrenchment:  If it isn't moved and doesn't attack, an UnDisrupted infantry, parachute/airborne, or panzer grenadier division can be Entrenched and receive +1 combat factor on defense.  The entrenchment is lost if its unit suffers a Disrupting combat result or if the unit moves off of it.
·	Cross-River Movement and Attacks:  Unless it has been bridged, it costs all non-armor units +1 movement factor and U.S. armor and German panzer grenadier units (and Skorzeny) +2 movement factors to cross a river, and they must use an engineer bridge to do so (even it is to be dismantled in the immediately following bridge-building/-demolishing phase).  German panzer units may not cross a river at all without a bridge.  Cross-river attacks are reduced 1 combat odds column, unless any of the attackers are on the same side of the river as the defenders.  Armor/panzer units may not be able to attack across - See Bridges.  See also possible ZOC-induced movement restrictions.
·	Towns:  Add 1 defense factor to any one infantry-type (infantry, parachute/airborne, panzer grenadier) unit in them.
·	Liege, Namur, or Sedan:  Add 1 defense factor to each infantry-type unit in them.
·	Forests:  Any one infantry, parachute/airborne, or panzer grenadier unit defending in a forest hex receives +1 combat factor on defense.  For an armor/panzer/panzer grenadier/cavalry unit to enter a forest hex, it costs 2 MF, unless moving along a connected road. 
·	Hoehe Venn:  Any infantry, parachute/airborne or panzer grenadier unit defending on any hex of this ridge receives +1 combat factor on defense.  For an armor/panzer/panzer grenadier/cavalry unit to enter a Hoehe Venn hex, it costs 3 MF , unless moving along a connected road.
·	Siegfried Line:  All starting German front line hex-sides, except those facing hexes 1206 and 1307 are the Siegfried Line, and each German unit defending behind those hex-sides receives a +1 defense factor, unless flanked.



·	Bridges and "Those Damned Engineers":  All pre-built bridges - river hex-sides where roads cross them - are considered intact at the start of the game and are owned by the player whose side of the front line they are on.  If they are destroyed, they can only be rebuilt using an engineer bridge (marker).  Armor/panzer/panzer grenadier/armored cavalry units attacking across an unbridged river hex-side must not have been operationally moved that turn and must roll the die, having a 50% chance of a bridge being built to enable them to attack.  An engineer bridge unit must be used on the river hex-side(s) during the attack, and a combat result worse than D destroys the bridge(s).  For German units (probably moving at road movement rate) wanting to cross an intact enemy-held bridge undefended by Allied unit pieces (but presumably ordered readied for demolition by U.S. engineer units), the chance is 2/3s on Dec. 16, 1/2 on Dec. 17, and 1/3 thereafter.  For moving U.S. units in that situation, it is always 1/3.  A player has a 5/6s chance of constructing or demolishing a bridge adjacent to his combat unit or within his own lines and under his undisputed control during his own bridge building and destroying phase.  If this was a bridge the Germans constructed and they are demantling it, they may immediately re-use/re-build it elsewhere.  The U.S. has 14 engineer bridges - the Germans 8.  A captured enemy bridge can be used, until/unless it is destroyed.   

WEATHER DETERMINATION:
Game-turns 1 and 2 are automatically Snow.
Die Roll	 Turns 3-8		Turns 9-12
A	B	Weather A		Weather B

1	6	Clear			Clear
2	5	Morning Fog		Clear
3	4	Morning Fog		Morning Fog
4	3	Snow			Morning Fog
5	2	Snow			Snow
6	1	Snow			Snow

General Patton's Prayer:  On any one turn, the U.S. player may invoke General Patton's prayer for good weather, and the die roll number in Die Roll Index A is decreased by 1 (or in Index B increased by 1).

AND EFFECTS ... ON AIR OPERATIONS:  
·	Snow:  In Snow, no USAAF fighter groups may fly, but 1 Luftwaffe unit may do so.
·	Morning Fog:  As many as 4 USAAF fighter groups may fly and both Luftwaffe units may do so.
·	Clear:  All available USAAF and Luftwaffe units may fly.  Moreover, each ground-attacking air unit may make 2 such attacks, unless shot down in the first one.

SUPPLY: 
·	For the U.S. and British, a supply line is 4 hexes - crossing an unbridged hex-side costs an extra hex - to a road from any northern, western, or southern (including hexes 102 and 1302) mapboard edge hex on the Allied side of the front line.  For the Germans, it is the same route from an eastern mapboard edge hex. See Zone of Control Effects for the effects of enemy zones of control on supply lines.
·	The odds of attacks by attackers including any unsupplied units are reduced by 1 odds column. Attacks on unsupplied units are raised one combat odds column. The supply status for combat is determined at the moment of the attack (or defense).
·	Units out of supply during the owning player's Supply Status Determination Phase (SSDP) are Disrupted.  Units cannot be recovered from Disruption if they are out of supply.  See also the Aerial Resupply rule above.
·	Fuel and the 1st Army Fuel Dump:  Beginning Game-Turn 6, the OMF for all German units is limited to 2, unless the Germans have captured the 1st Army Fuel Dump, secretly located by the U.S. player on Spa or any hex adjacent to it.  The dump has an intrinsic combat factor of 1 and is captured on any combat result allowing the German unit(s) to occupy it.  The dump alone cannot be given a No Retreat! order.  During each U.S. Supply Status Determination Phase that the fuel dump is occupied by the Germans, the German fuel limitation is pushed back 3 turns.  The dump can be destroyed by USAAF bombing, using the Bridge Busting results with the German AA capability active.



AIRPOWER - the dreaded American Jabos:
A fighter bomber - Jaeger (yay-ger) bomber/Jabo, auf deutsch - group attacks each unit in the target hex separately, from the top of the stack to its bottom - antiaircraft-capable units first. Fighter bomber groups may be combined against any target hex or, if intercepting, against enemy air units.

				AIR OPERATIONS TABLE:
Die Roll	Bridge		Clear, Towns	Cities, Forests
A	B	Busting	Arm/Roads	Entrenched	Interception		Aerial Resupply

1	6	Bridge Bstd	D		D		Defender Downed	Supplied
2	5	Bridge Bstd	D		D		Defender Downed	Supplied
3	4	-		D		-		Intercepted		Supplied
4	3	-		-		-		-			Supplied		
5	2	AAm		AAm		AAmc		Attacker Downed?	-
6	1	AA		AA		AAc		Attacker Downed	AA?

Notes:
An air unit can be used only once per game-turn:  for ground attack, aerial resupply, or interception - 2 ground attacks per air unit in Clear weather.  Ground units suffering a D result do so in place.  They cannot be retreated as in a ground combat D result.
AA = USAAF fighter group shot down until turn after next if attacking a panzer, panzer grenadier, or parachute division or KampfGruppe Pieper - not against brigades.  (By contrast, Allied ground units cannot shoot down ground-attacking Luftwaffe FW-190s - those must be intercepted.)  AAm = P-51 Mustangs, more vulnerable to ground fire, shot down for same time period.  AAc = USAAF or Luftwaffe unit shot down only if attacking any units in a (major) City - not shot down if attacking non-panzer units in entrenchments or hiding in forests.  AA-capable German ground units must be attacked first in a hex.
"Attacker Downed?":  Ground-strafing P-47s were not at their preferred dogfighting altitude, so an intercepting - attacking - FW-190 is not shot down by this result if intercepting a P-47 fighter group.  Shot down Luftwaffe FW-190s are permanently lost.
"Pure" armored and panzer units - all those units with a tank on them, except Skorzeny - on forest road hexes are attacked (and can defend) as though they are in clear terrain.  All other units in forests with roads or not, including Skorzeny, are attacked as being under cover (and do not defend).
Aerial Resupply (during owning player's Supply Status Determination Phase):  All Allied or German units in a successfully aerially resupplied hex are supplied.  Such missions can be intercepted like ground attacks can be.  AA? = if any 2 of the hexes adjacent to the resupply hex contain anti-aircraft capable German units, the USAAF group is (instead) shot down.

SETTING UP THE GAME TO BEGIN AND SPECIAL FIRST TURN RULES:  
·	The U.S. player's setup is historical and marked on the mapboard.  The 9th, 106th, 28th, and 4th Infantry Divisions are entrenched.  During the first turn, U.S. units do not get to voluntarily retreat 1 hex farther.
·	The German player then sets up his units historically, as marked.  (He may place his Tiger battalions and Skorzeny's "Brandenburgers" on any other German.  He may instead opt for a free setup; however, if he does, the U.S. player may then (after the German setup) relocate the 1st Infantry Division anywhere he wishes (on his side of the front line), already Entrenched.  Furthermore, if the German player sets up any SS unit south of hex 1407, then U.S. Western and Southern reinforcements enter 1 turn earlier than listed on the calendar.
·	Von der Heydte's Midnight Parachute Drop:  The German player para-drops von der Heydte's unit behind Allied lines.  It has a 33% chance of landing on the intended hex and a 33% chance of being so scattered in the drop that it ceases to exist.  If it is to survive the drop but not on target, roll again to determine which direction it is off, with another 50% chance/roll that it will be off 1 or 2 hexes.  The vdH unit has no combat strength and cannot move, although it exerts a ZOC for supply purposes on its own hex, and it is eliminated by an Allied unit stopping on it.
·	German attacks against Allied units adjacent to the initial front line receive a first turn +1 column "Opening Artillery/Rocket Barrage Surprise!" shift in the combat odds, in both the initial combat and Blitzkrieg phases.
·	There is no initial German Operational Movement Phase during the first turn, although unused German units may move in the Blitzkrieg Phase as usual.






VICTORY CONDITIONS: 
·	The Germans immediately win a Strategic Victory (for 2 Game Points), if they have moved/exited 2 divisions in supply off northwest mapboard edge hexes 210, 311, 410, or 511.  2 divisions exited off the northern half of the western mapboard edge (hexes 106-110) in supply count as 1 division.  2 German brigades can count as 1 division.  KG Peiper can be counted as a brigade as can its 2-factor parent unit, in the absence of the other.
·	The Germans instead win (only) an Historic (if not historical) Victory (for 1 Game Point), if they have captured Malmedy, St. Vith, Bastogne, and Marche and hold them at the end of the game. 
·	The U.S. wins an Historic (and historical) Victory (for 1 Game Point) at the end of the game, if the Germans cannot do either of the above.
·	The U.S. wins a Strategic Victory (for 2 Game Points), if it holds Spa, Vielsam, Bastogne, Martelange, and Marche at the end of the game.

		TIGERS IN THE ARDENNES GROUND COMBAT RESULTS TABLE
Die Roll
A	B	1:5	1:4	1:3	1:2	1:1	3:2	2:1	3:1	4:1	5:1	6:1	7:1

1	6	D/AE	D	D	D2	D2	D2	D2	D3	DE	DE	DE	DE
2	5	AE	AD	-	D1	D1	D1	D2	D2	D3	DE	DE	DE
3	4	AE	D/AE	AD	-	D	D1	D1	D2	D2	D3	DE	DE
4	3	AE	AE	D/AE	AD	-	D	D1	D1	D2	D2	DE	DE
5	2	AE	AE	AE	D/AE	AD	-	D	D1	D1	D2	D3	DE
6	1	AE	AE	AE	AE	D/AE	AD	-	D	D1	D1	D2	DE
Note: Attacks at less than 1:5 odds are not allowed.

						ZONE OF CONTROL EFFECTS
Enemy					On Movement				Combat -> Adj
Unit Size	ZOC Type	->(E)Z(OC)	Z->		Z->->Z		Z/Z		Unit Reqd?	On Supply

UnDis Div	Strong ZOC	Must STOP.	No OMB or	Must STOP.	NO, unless	YES, unless adj	YES, unless
UnDis KG			No OMB or	OMB+Dis,	No OMB+	only 1 hex	unit(s) X-river	occupied by
Pieper,			OMB+Dis	unless from	Dis, unless	-> F U (Dis	Yes, if both atkd	UnDis F U
2 UnDis			(Not Dis if ->	UnDis F U.	->UnDis F U	if F U Dis)	and adj units
Bdes or CCs		UnDis Friendly Unit)						are X-rvr

1 UnDis	Weak ZOC	+OMB if to	+OMB		No OMB	Need not stop	  NO		YES, unless
Bde or CC,		STOP						but no OMB.			occupied by
Drptd Div or KG Pieper							Only 1-hex move if X-rvr	F U or X-rvr

Pz Abt/Bn,	No ZOC	+OMB		+OMB		+OMB		Yes + OMB	No		No
Skorzeny,
Dsrptd Bde or CC			     No unit gets an OMB if it is attacking.

						AIR OPERATIONS TABLE:
Die Roll	Bridge		Clear, Towns	Major Cities
A	B	Busting	Arm/Roads	Forest		Interception		Aerial Resupply

1	6	Bridge Bstd	D		D		Defender Downed	Supplied
2	5	Bridge Bstd	D		D		Defender Downed	Supplied
3	4	-		D		-		Intercepted		Supplied
4	3	-		-		-		-			Supplied		
5	2	AAm		AAm		AAmc		Attacker Downed?	-
6	1	AA		AA		AAc		Attacker Downed	AA?




UNIT DATA: 
·	Unit Abbreviations: 5th ArmDiv = 5th Armored Division; FuhGrenBde = Fuehrer Grenadier Brigade;  Br = British, etc.
·	Unit Symbols:  A criss-cross in the box indicates infantry.  A criss-cross with a birdie indicates airborne/parachute.
·	Unit Factor:  The single combat factor on the units is for both attack and defense, although the latter can be modified.

EXAMPLES:



